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Multiplication – 3124 x 12 =

Multiplication – 4785 x 19 =

Multiplication – 3,494 x 23 =

Multiplication – 7, 890 x 15 =

Multiplication – 0.5 x 120 =

Multiplication – 5.1 x 28 =

Reasoning – Use 40 x 602 = 24,080 to find the solution to
60 x 602.

Reasoning – Show two sets of numbers that multiply to give a product of 28,000.
Explain how you know.
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Maths – Collecting and Representing Data

Part 1 – Collect data in a table or chart
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Use this graph paper to present the data that you collected in Part 1.
You have three choices
* Line graph (that shows change over time)
* Bar graph
* Pie chart
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Reading – Frankenstein pp. 19 - 21
Use point + evidence to structure your responses to the following
If you do not have the text, see the reading page on DB for pp. 19 – 21
1) On p.19, the creature comes to life. Find and copy three phrases that explain why Victor is
horrified.
2) On p.19, Victor mentions that he had a dream that his sister was dead. How does this link to
Victor and his secret experiment?
3) The monster is described as having a ‘contorted’ face. What does this mean and what
impression does this give to the reader? (p.20)
4) Find three words or phrases that explain how Victor feels about seeing his experiment come
to life (p.20)
5) On p. 21, Henry arrives on the scene and recognises Victor? What is Henry surprised about?

Writing – Build the narrative
Warm Up: Summarise your story in 5 parts below

Think about and respond to the following, where in your story will you be able to:
Use informal language?

Use formal language?

Use gruesome adjectives

Use a range of punctuation?

Include rhetorical questions?

Include specific spelling words?
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In both the reading text and the model text this half term, you have seen something called a
flashforward. This is when the writer mentions something that is happening in the present
moment, and then the rest of the story explains how they got there. A bit like this popular meme
from a couple of years ago.
Example: Usain Bolt winning this race at a
competition.
•
•

The race is happening in that moment
The following story would explain his training and
preparation for competing in that race and explain
why he is the best in the world.

Here is the flash forward from the model text, Frankenstein
29th August 1865
Vienna, Austria
Dearest Margaret,
I am deeply sorry that it has taken so long to write. I have been hiding myself away
from the world. I cannot fathom what I have done and what I have done to others. I
do not know when I can return to London. Will I ever be able to return at all?
I appreciate all your letters; I read them all. I must search my soul for a solution to
this horrendous predicament I have created. My intention was to create new life and
it seems that all I have done is destroy it.
Yours
Victor

Highlight the clues from the flash forward that tell us how Victor feels about his creation and how
he feels in the situation now.
You are going to write your own version of the flash forward to match the plan for your version of
Frankenstein. This is a GDS level skill. I'd to see as many people as possible adding a flash forward
but if i's not for you now, start your introduction to your story!
Checklist for flash forward
• Date/Address for recipient of the letter
• Greeting to recipient
• Clues for how the main character is feeling (remember to use inference = show, not tell!)
• Use of formal or informal language?
___________________________
___________________________

________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Science – Inherited Traits Investigation
This is the follow up from last week’s inherited traits lesson. Before you proceed, please make sure
that you have collected the data about inherited traits and completed your graph (bar chart or pie
chart) representing your results.
There is a blank page and a graph paper included to help you do this.
Challenge: Investigate how to extract DNA from the strawberry in this activity from Imperial
College London. You will need special materials to complete this so you will need to ask your
parents for help.
Follow the step by step instructions on the following
Page! Why not try to be a geneticist?!
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Strawberry DNA
Be a geneticist!
Materials:
1 Strawberry
Sealable sandwich bag
5 teaspoons of water
2 teaspoons of washing up liquid
1 teaspoon of salt
10 ml Surgical spirit
Sieve
Beaker
Wooden stirrer

Method:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Remove the leaves from the strawberries and put one into a food bag. Remember to seal the
bag.
Gently squash them for about two minutes until there no large pieces and only pulp left.
Carefully open the bag and add in 5 teaspoons of water, 2 teaspoons of washing up liquid and
1 teaspoon of salt. Remove as much air as possible and seal it.
Gently squeeze the mixture together for 2 minutes. Try to minimise the amount of bubbles
you make.
Pour the contents of the bag through the sieve into the beaker – use a spoon to press the
strained bits of strawberry against the sieve, forcing even more of the solution into the beaker.
Very carefully pour 10 ml of surgical spirit down the side of your beaker – this will form two
different layers.
Do not touch your beaker – THESE TWO LAYERS MUST NOT MIX. Leave the beaker to
stand for up to 10 mins.

Can you see a white stringy material floating between the
two layers?
Try to lift it out with your wooden stirrer…
This is the strawberry DNA!
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